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ABSTRACT 

 
Centrifugated Cast Stainless Steel (CCSS) materials are commonly found in the primary coolant pipes 
of pressurized water reactors. These materials are characterized by a coarse grain and anisotropic 
structure leading to a significant degradation of the ultrasonic signal (strong attenuation, backscattered 

signal, division and skewing of the beam). As a consequence, the ultrasonic examination of CCSS 
remains a challenge.  

In this study, a recent low frequency phased-array acquisition system was used to evaluate the 
capability and the accuracy of flaws detection at 0.5 MHz. Experimental measures were performed on 
mock-ups representative of the power plants components and containing artificial and calibrated 
flaws. The improvement of flaws detection was significant but the sizing and repositioning remained 
difficult. Furthermore, several false indications were observed inducing a risk of false detection. To 
go one stage further, advanced filtering techniques, based on random matrix theory and linear array 
acquisition, have been used to reduce multi-scattering noise produced by the coarse-grain structure of 
CCSS. First data are presented here and encouraging results, in terms of false alarms reduction and 
SNR improvement, have been obtained.   

 
 
CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES 
 
Because of its favourable engineering properties, Centrifugated Cast Stainless Steel (CCSS) has been 
used in approximately one half of primary coolant piping of the Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR) of 
the French nuclear power plants. Unfortunately, ultrasonic inspection of CCSS components remains a 
challenge. The inefficiency of conventional ultrasonic techniques comes largely from a detrimental 
wave/microstructure interaction. Indeed, CCSS are characterized by a coarse grain and anisotropic 
structure leading to a significant degradation of the ultrasonic signal. In particular, the coarse grain 
structure induces an important scattering creating both a strong attenuation and backscattered signals 
while the heterogeneous structure leads to division and skewing of the beam [1][2][3]. The overall 
consequence is a decrease of the detection and characterisation capabilities of ultrasound techniques 
for CCSS.  

The aim of this study was to test two different ways of improvement of the CCSS inspection. 
First, a recent low frequency phased-array acquisition system was used to evaluate the capability and 
the accuracy of flaws detection at 0.5 MHz. Indeed, the inspection on CCSS are commonly performed 
using Transmitter-Receiver-Longitudinal (TRL) phased array (PA) probes in order to multiply the 
possibility of investigation by varying the refraction angle and/or the focal length [4][5]. Until 
recently, TRL phased-array (PA) probes available could not reach frequencies lower than 1 MHz. Due 
to the difficulties mentioned above, it could nevertheless be interesting to use lower frequency probe. 
Today, manufacturers commercialize TRL PA probes with a 0.5 MHz central frequency. This 
technology can be of great interest to improve the flaw detection capabilities. 

In a second time, advanced filtering techniques developed from the random matrix theory have 
been applied to ultrasonic signals obtained from CCSS inspection. Indeed, the important noise 
observed on the acquisition comes from the multiple scattering of the wave on the coarse grain 
structure. The filtering technique developed by Aubry et al. [6] gives the possibility to separate the 
simple scattering from the multiple scattering and thus to reduce the structural noise contained in the 
signal.  
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However, the signal processing described above has been developed for a model sample 
consisting in steel rods randomly distributed and immersed in a water tank. In this study, the method 
was then applied on one CCSS mock up to evaluate its efficiency on a complex polycrystalline 
material.  

 
 

LOW FREQUENCY TESTING 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Mock-ups 
 
Four CCSS mock-ups (U746-1 to 4) corresponding to RCCM-M3406 specifications were obtained 
from the same heat.The mock-ups have a 27''1/2 outside diameter representative of a cold leg and a 
thickness of 68.5 mm. They present a very heterogeneous and slightly anisotropic structure, with 
grains reaching several millimetres in diameter. The macrostructure of these mock-ups can be 
represented schematically by stacking layers presenting different structures. Those various layers have 
successive structures varying from equiaxed to slightly directed, with fine to very coarse grains 
(Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 - circumferential cross section of U746 mock-up. The diversity of the grain structure is 

clearly visible. 
 

Several manufacturing defects have been implanted on mock-ups U746-1 to 3 (Table 1). The 
sample U746-4 does not contain intentional defect and was used to determine the structural noise 
amplitude. The detailed description of the samples can be found in previous work [7]. 

 
Table 1 - Description of the manufactured defects implanted in U746-1 to 3 

Fatigue Crack Notch Side Drilled Hole  
Quantity Height Quantity Height Quantity Depth 

U746-1 1 19 mm 
1 
1 

15 mm 
20 mm 

None None 

U746-2 1 16.5 mm 
1 
1 

10 mm 
15 mm 

None None 

U746-3 None None 

1 
1 

10 mm 
15 mm 

2 
2 
2 
2 

34 
53 
58 
63 

   
The position, geometry and size of the manufactured defects have been chosen to enable the 

evaluation of the influence of both the local structure and the height of the notch. Furthermore the 
fatigue cracks exhibit an elliptical shape that is closer to the real defects than a simple notch. 
 



Acquisition system 
 
The inspections were performed using a 0.5 MHz TRL phased array probe made by AIB-VINCOTTE 
INTERNATIONAL. The transducer is composed of two piezo-composite matrix of 4x8 elements. It 
has been designed to cover an angular range of 30°-60° with a nominal refraction angle of 40° in a 
forged austenitic stainless steel. Its characteristics are summarized in table 2.  

 
Table 2 - Characteristics of the TRL-PA uses in the study 

Probe Type 
Frequency 

(MHz) 
Bandwidth 

(-6dB) 
Roof angle 

(°) 
Aperture 
(mm) 

Size 
(mm) 

TS40 0.5 TRL-PA 0.5 66.7 % 5.2 2x (58x29) 80 x 80 
 

Inspections were carried out with a contact testing technique using an automatic scanning 
system (METALSCAN, France) coupled with a phased array data acquisition system (Dynaray®, 
ZETEC, Canada) in the two directions D1 and D2 (Figure 2). This system is a 64/64 active channels 
with a frequency width from 250 kHz to 25 MHz and can deliver an impulsion with the 1000 ns 
duration necessary for the correct excitation of the 0.5 MHz probe. The inspection consists in 
scanning the surface of the mock-up with an acquisition step of 0.5 mm in the displacement direction 
and 2 mm in the transverse direction.   

 

 
Figure 2 - implantation of the defects in the mock-up U746-3 and scanning directions (D1/D2). 
 
Before experimental measurement, the focal laws leading to a complete inspection of the 

defects zone (30 to 70 mm depth) have been determined using simulation of the ultrasonic field from 
the Zetec UltraVision® software. The focal depth was set to 70 mm and the inspected angular domain 
was 30°-60° (angular step of 5°). The simulated beam fields are presented on Figure 3. A discrepancy 
between the real and the expected focal point can be observed. The difference is increasing with the 
increase of the refraction angle. As a consequence, the sensitivity of the probe is maximal between 31 
and 49 mm (depending on the focal law).  

D1  D2 



 

 
30F70 35F70 

 
40F70 45F70 

 
50F70 55F70 

 
60F70 

Figure 3 - field simulated for each focal law (focal 70 mm, angular refraction from 30° to 60°). The 
double arrows indicate the focal point. 

scale: X x Z = 190 x 100 mm²  

47 mm 49 mm 

44 mm 44 mm 

38 mm 36 mm 

31 mm 



Calibration 
 
Using the echo amplitudes and positions of the side drilled holes (SDH), a double linear regression 
can provide four calibration parameters (refraction angle and longitudinal wave velocity in the CCSS 
block, emerging point and time delay of the probe) that are used to reposition indications of the UT 
inspection. The errors on the repositioning of the SDH are given in Table 3. They show that the 
complexity of CCSS structure induces an intrinsic uncertainty of the method.   
 
Table 3 - Maximum error in depth (D) and in scanning (X) positions on the SDH of U746-3 mock-up. 

NA indicates that the measurements were not available. 
 D1 D2 

Focal Laws X (mm) D (mm) X (mm) D (mm) 
30F70 1.9 0.5 1.7 1.0 
35F70 1.9 2.4 1.1 0.9 
40F70 1.9 1.2 1.6 1.4 
45F70 3.2 0.6 1.8 1.2 
50F70 1.4 1.9 2.1 1.8 
55F70 2.7 0.6 0.7 0.9 
60F70 2.1 2.5 NA NA 

 
Results 
 
Data analyses were performed using the Zetec UltraVision® software. 
 
Distance-Amplitude Curve 
 
The distance-amplitude curves (DAC) obtained for the whole focal laws are presented on Figure 4. 
They show that the probe sensitivity is mainly constant for depths between 40 and 55 mm and 
decrease slightly for deeper SDH. This result is coherent with the simulated ultrasonic field 
determined previously. The differences between D1 and D2 directions of inspection were attributed to 
local variation of the structure.  
 

  

D1 D2 

Figure 4 - DAC obtained in direction D1 and D2 on (U746-3) 
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Detection capacities 
 
The inspection capacity of the UT system was assessed by the determination of the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) of each defect. The maxima of the plane defects SNR are summarized in table 4. The 
signal corresponds to the maximum amplitude of the corner echo on the plane defect. The 
backscattered noise was defined as the maximum of echo amplitude measured in both the U746-4 
mock-up and the defect free areas of the mock-ups U746-1 to 3. The noise amplitude is then identical 
for all defects, direction of inspection and mock-ups but varies with the focal law. The noise 
determination is thus unfavorable and the SNR is probably underestimated.  
 

Table 4 - Maximum of the SNR determined for each plane defect and focal low 
Defect 30F70 35F70 40F70 45F70 50F70 55F70 

Notch H10 13 12 9 8 8 6 
Notch H15 14 11 10 10 10 8 
Notch H20 14 11 9 10 9 7 
crack H19  11 9 6 4 8 6 

crack H16.5  17 15 13 13 13 9 
 
These results show that the SNR does not depend on the defect height. This can be explained by 

the fact that the -6dB width of the beam determined in simulation exhibits similar dimension than the 
defects (13 to 23 mm). Furthermore, Table 4 shows relatively good SNR. Indeed compared with 1 
MHz inspection results published elsewhere [7], the SNR has been increased by 6 dB. However, it 
shows only the maxima obtained on the whole scanning line and strong variations of the SNR have 
been observed along the defect direction. The corner echo can vary within a range of 7 dB for 
notches. This variation is attributed to local effect of the structure. In the case of fatigue cracks, a 11 
dB difference can be found for the same defect. This is probably due to a combination of structure and 
morphological effects. Indeed, the crack is an elliptical shape defect whose height varies along the 
width of the mock-up. Finally, Table 4 shows that the SNR decreases with the increase of the 
refraction angle. This corresponds to the increase of the distance made by the acoustic wave in the 
CCSS mock-ups. The smallest refraction angle is then to privilege to minimize the attenuation of the 
signal. 
 
Localization of the defect   
 
For clarity reasons, the next sections will focus on results obtained for the 40F70 focal law (40° is the 
nominal refraction angle of the TRL-PA probe). The calibration parameters determined previously are 
used to position the corner echo of the plane defects. The differences between the measured and the 
real position are summarized in table 5. 
 
Table 5 - Differences between the repositioning obtained using the calibration parameters and the real 
position of the defects (focal law 40F70). X is the scanning position and D is the depth position. The 
left number corresponds to the result in D1 direction. The right number corresponds to the result in 

D2 direction. 
 U746-1 U746-2 U746-3 

Defect X (mm) D (mm) X (mm) D (mm) X (mm) D (mm) 

Notch H10 / / 1.5/3.4 3.6/1.9 0.2/-0.1 4.1/3.1 

Notch H15 0.4/-4.1 -1.1/1.9 -0.5/5.0 -0.1/9.2 -3.8/-1.5 3.4/0.9 

Notch H20 -4.7/-2.4 1.8/0.7 / / / / 

crack H19 -4.1/4.6 1.2/0.0 / / / / 

crack H16 / / -4.8/-1.5 1.7/2.1 / / 

 



Significant differences can be observed with error in the repositioning up to 9 mm. Nevertheless, they 
generally do not exceed 5 mm. Furthermore, the variability of the results emphasizes the influence of 
the local structure. Indeed, great differences can be seen between two defects and the two directions.  
 
Estimation of the notch height  
 
Table 6 summarized the notch heights estimated from experimental measurements. Two methods of 
calculation have been applied to determine the defect heights. The first is based on the positioning of 
the tip diffraction echo of the notch and the knowledge of the mock-up thickness (H1). The second 
method is based on the difference of repositioning between the corner and the diffraction echoes (H2). 
All Bscans were analyzed but only the assumed diffraction echoes (significant echo directly above the 
corner echo) were kept for the determination of the defect height.   
 

Table 6 - Experimental determination of the defect heights 

 Law 
Notch 

(H mm) 
H1 

(mm) 
H2 

(mm) 
U746-1 D1 30F70 H20 14 15 
U746-1 D2 30F70 H20 24 21 
U746-1 D2 40F70 H20 24 22 
U746-2 D2 30F70 H15 16 14 
U746-3 D1 30F70 H15 18 14 
U746-3 D1 40F70 H15 17 13 
U746-3 D2 30F70 H15 15 10 
U746-3 D2 40F70 H15 19 18 

 
 

 

Figure 5 - Example of corrected Bscan showing echoes that can be interpreted as diffraction echoes 
(red arrow). On the horizontal red line, from left to right, the corner echoes of notches H10, H15 and 

H20 can be distinguished (focal law 30F70). 
 

The sizing of the 10mm height notches is not possible with this probe because the corner and the 
diffraction echo are merged. The laws with a refraction angle superior to 40° do not allowed the 
detection of the diffraction echoes. Furthermore, the amplitude of the detected diffraction echoes are 
really low (SNR between 3dB and –3dB) and can thus be confounded with significant structure 
echoes. As a consequence, interpretation mistakes can be easily made (Figure 5). The two methods 
exhibit significant errors in the sizing of the notches (up to 6 mm) and the discrepancy between H1 
and H2 can reach 5 mm.  



DENOISING OF THE ACOUSTIC SIGNAL 
 
General principle 
 
In highly diffusive material like CCSS, the structural noise limits flaws detection and can create false 
alarms. A previous study has shown the possibility to separate the multiple scattering (noise) from the 
single scattering part of the signal. The details of the method have been published elsewhere [6] but 
briefly, it is based on the acquisition of the transfer matrix of the material using a N-element linear 
array probe. A chirp is emitted from element i and the backscattered signal is recorded on the N 
elements of the array (Figure 6). The same operation is repeated with the N emitters. The response 
from transducer i to transducer j is then correlated with the emission signal to create hij(t) impulse 
response of the couple ij. The NxN inter-element matrix H is finally composed of all impulse response 
hij(t).  
 

 
 

 
Figure 6 - Principle of the experimental acquisitions 

 

 
Figure 7 - Position of the linear array (in red) for the detection of the fatigue crack.   

 
Once H(t) is acquired, a filtering method developed from the random matrix theory is used to reduce 
the multi-scattering part of the signal. Finally, the target detection is achieved by the DORT (French 
acronym for decomposition of the time reversal operator) method [6,8] applied to the filtered matrix 
in order to detect more efficiently the manufactured defects.  

In this study, 128 elements linear arrays of 1.5MHz and 3MHz frequencies have been used with 
a total size of 70x10 mm². The inspection has been carried out on the mock-up U746-3. The matrix H 
is acquired for several position located above the manufactured defects (Figure 7). Two representative 
results acquired at 1.5MHz are shown in Figure 8 (SDH at 53 mm depth) and Figure 9 (the H10 
notches).  

Linear array probe 
i j 



 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8 - Comparison between echographic method (a) and filtering +DORT method (b) for a SDH 
at 53 mm depth. The red ellipsoids are false alarms.    
 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 
Figure 9 - Comparison between echographic method (left) and filtering +DORT method (b) for a 
H10 notch. A focus on the red ellipsoid (c) shows the existence of an echo corresponding to the 

notch. The presence of false alarms can be observed (red circle).     
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The method tested here greatly improves the detection compared with a classical echographic 
approach.  Indeed, the echoes from the defects are clearly enhanced while the structural noise is 
attenuated.  Nevertheless, the temporal resolution decreases using the signal filtering [6]. 
Furthermore, the 3MHz results showed that the method was not efficient at a depth superior to 50 mm 
because the contribution of the structural noise was too important to be correctly filtered.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The use of low frequency TRL-PA probe has clearly improved the detection capacity of detection of 
manufactured defects (+ 6 dB compared to 1 MHz TRL inspection [7]). Nevertheless, the amplitude 
of the signal varies significantly with the local structure. Indeed, important fluctuations are observed 
depending of the defect position, the direction of inspection and the scanning line. As a consequence, 
important errors in the positioning of the defect have been observed. In addition, the sizing of the 
defect shows limited capacities as few diffraction echoes were accessible as they exhibited a very low 
SNR. This latter is due to the coarse-grain structure that induces a structural noise with significant 
amplitudes. This poor SNR leads to false alarms and eventually errors in the defect sizing.  

Even if the decrease of the inspection frequency improved the overall sensitivity of the 
examination, it is at the expense of decreased spatial resolution. It is thus necessary to explore new 
ways of improvement of CCSS components examination. In this study, a filtering method based on 
the random matrix theory has been coupled with the DORT method in order to improve the detection 
capacity in CCSS. These very first results demonstrated the potentiality of the approach. Indeed, at 1.5 
MHz, the detection of the implanted defects is greatly improved compared to the classical 
echographic method. However, the defect sizing remains difficult as the method can currently not 
provide any diffraction echoes. Further study must be carry on in order to overcome this difficulty and 
to confirm and validate the improvement of the detection possibility in other kind of structure.   
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